LISTENING COMPREHENSION с ТЕКСТОВЕ ЗА СЛУШАНЕ

Harrison Ford

Harrison Ford became fascinated with acting while at college in Wisconsin. He took a drama class in the final quarter of his senior year to get over his shyness and enjoyed the experience greatly. In 1964, Ford traveled to Los Angeles, California to apply for a job in radio voice overs. He did not get it, but stayed in California and eventually signed a $150 a week contract with Columbia Pictures, playing small roles in various films.

Not happy with the roles offered to him at the beginning of his film career, Harrison Ford became a self-taught professional carpenter to support his wife and two small sons. While working as a carpenter, he became a stage-hand for the popular rock band The Doors. At one point he was hired to build cabinets at the home of director George Lucas, who appreciated his acting talent and in 1973 cast him in a central supporting role for his film American Graffiti. Ford's relationship with Lucas profoundly affected his career later on, too. Film director Francis Ford Coppola also hired Harrison Ford to expand his office and then gave him small roles in his next two films. During this early period Ford often came to auditions directly from work still wearing his carpenter's clothes and gear, to subtly remind casting directors that he had other options in life.

Harrison Ford's carpentry work eventually landed him his first starring film role. Ford was one of the carpenters on the set for Star Wars, and he was not originally supposed to be Han Solo. But the guy who was did not show up on time and George Lucas got so fed up that he told Harrison Ford to come over and play the part. Lucas was eventually won over by Ford's portrayal of the character, and cast him as Hans Solo. Star Wars became one of the most successful movies of all time worldwide, and established Ford as a superstar. In 1981, Ford's status as a leading actor was solidified when he starred as Indiana Jones in the George Lucas and Steven Spielberg collaboration Raiders of the Lost Ark. Interestingly, though Spielberg wanted to cast Ford in the lead role from the start, Lucas preferred to give the role to Tom Selleck, but the latter was unable to accept and Ford got the role.

1. Young Harrison Ford
A) took up a drama class at college to develop his acting talent.  
B) went to Los Angeles, California to become a movie actor.  
C) did not become immediately successful at the start of his career.  
D) started a radio voice-over job for a hundred and fifty dollars a week.
2. Harrison Ford taught himself carpentry in order to
A) pay his way through college.
B) prepare for a movie role.
C) gain some self-confidence.
D) support his family.

3. Which of the following events in Harrison Ford’s life is NOT related to carpentry at all?
A) He signed a job contract with Columbia Pictures.
B) He worked as a stage-hand for the rock band *The Doors*.
C) He got to know film-director George Lucas in person.
D) Francis Ford Coppola cast him in two of his movies.

4. Harrison Ford got the role of Han Solo in *Star Wars* because
A) George Lucas wanted to repay him for his carpentry work on the set.
B) the actor who was originally cast in it didn’t play it convincingly.
C) he happened to be available when a quick replacement was needed.
D) the role of Han Solo involved some carpentry skills and knowledge.

5. The *Indiana Jones* film series
A) began to be shot in the early 1970s.
B) was co-directed by two film directors.
C) was always meant with Ford in the lead role.
D) starred Tom Selleck as the title character.

Poker

Poker is an American tradition. It is a card game that calls for skill, luck and a willingness to take chances. It is played by two or more people. The players bet on the value of their hands and the winner takes the pool. Some experts say poker began in East Asia, others say it is similar to Greek and French games. But wherever it came from, poker has been as American as apple pie since it first became popular in the 1800s.

Poker was considered an important part of life in the Wild West. Many movies show tense conflicts or "showdowns" between cowboys at the poker table. A gunfight usually follows. "Showdown" is a common expression, one of many that have moved from the poker table to everyday speech. In poker, a showdown is when a player shows his cards to prove he won the game, and all the money.

Today, a "showdown" is a meeting between opposing sides or teams. It is an important meeting, because it will decide who is the winner and who is the loser. A newspaper might report, for example, that the Republicans and the Democrats are headed for a showdown in the Senate tomorrow, when the President's budget comes up for a vote.
When you play poker, you are trying to win the "pot", the money that all the players have bet. A player who thinks he has the best cards will bet as much as he can. He will keep raising bets, "sweetening the pot". For the player who wins, the larger the pot, the sweeter it is.

Away from the poker table, "sweetening the pot" means adding something extra to an offer.

**Quest. 6 - C, not B**

as the first published version of MON indicates. See the penultimate sentence too.

**Quest. 7**

**Quest. 8**
For example, a company really wants you to accept a job, but you are happy with your present job. The new company "sweetens the pot" by offering higher pay and use of a company car. Or a trader may decide to add new goods to their present stock in order to promote sales. Poker players often use round pieces or chips instead of money when they bet. The chips are different colors – red, white and blue. The blue chips always have the highest value. Investors at the New York Stock exchange also talk about "blue chips" – blue chip stocks. These are stocks of companies with long records of high earnings. Thus, blue chip stocks are regarded as the best investments over a long period of time.

Chips are used in another expression that is not as welcome. When you leave a poker game and go home, you cash in your chips, i.e. trade them for real money, for cash. The expression to "cash in one's chips" has also been used for over 100 years to mean to die. If someone tells you his friend "cashed in his chips last week", he means that his friend has passed away.

6. Poker is a card game
A) that is always played by two persons.
B) that requires no special skill.
C) in which you win or lose cash.
D) that originated in America in the 1800s.

7. A ‘showdown’ is an expression
A) first used to refer to cowboy gunfights.
B) no longer only related to the poker table.
C) synonymous with any presidential political election.
D) only employed by tabloid newspaper journalists.

8. Which of the following is NOT an example of “sweetening the pot”?
A) Adding sugar to your pot of hot tea before you drink it
B) Raising the poker bets in the hope that you’ll win it all.
C) Making an offer more attractive by giving some bonuses.
D) Adding something free to an item for sale to promote it.

9. Blue chips are
A) the ones with the least value in a game of poker.
B) used instead of money at the New York Stock exchange.
C) companies or shares that make profit and are safe to invest in.
D) the lucky investors at the New York Stock exchange.

10. The expression “to cash in one’s chips”
A) is often used at the beginning of a poker game.
B) means to buy something with the money you have won.
C) refers to the end of a person’s life
D) None of the above.
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A Noble Gift

One of the most famous monuments in the world, the Statue of Liberty, was presented to the United States of America in the nineteenth century by the people of France. The great statue, which was designed by the sculptor Auguste Bartholdi, took ten years to complete. The actual figure was made of copper supported by a metal framework which had been especially constructed by Eiffel. Before it could be transported to the United States, a site had to be found for it and a pedestal had to be built. The site chosen was an island at the entrance of New York Harbor. By 1884, a statue which was 151 feet tall, had been erected in Paris. The following year, it was taken to pieces and sent to America. By the end of October 1886, the statue had been put together again and it was officially presented to the American people by Bartholdi. Ever since then, the great monument has been a symbol of liberty for the millions of people who have passed through New York Harbor to make their homes in America.

11. The Statue of Liberty was designed and constructed by the same person.
A) True. B) False. C) No information in the text.

12. Construction work on the Statue of Liberty began in France around the mid-1870s.
A) True. B) False. C) No information in the text.

13. The Statue was transported from France to the US on board of a single ship.
A) True. B) False. C) No information in the text.

14. A site for the Statue was chosen as soon as it arrived in America.
A) True. B) False. C) No information in the text.

15. With its height of 151 feet, the Statue of Liberty is the tallest construction on the New York horizon.
A) True. B) False. C) No information in the text.